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ABSTRACT

people and found that the benefits of belts were significant, with
fewer AIS 3·5 and fatalities to al. body regions except the head.
Huelke and Lawson' concluded ':hat for contained occupants,
those belted had fewer severe injuries and fewer fatalities. The
restrained contained suffered 4 percent fatalities compared with
10 percent for the unrestrained contained.

This report presents the test methods and resutts of a
study involving lap/shoulder belted dummies in dynamic dolly
rOllover tests and inverted vehicle drop tests. Data are
presented showing dummy neck loadings resulting from head
impacts to the vehicle interior as the vehicle contacts the
ground. Comparison of the number and magnitude of axial
neckJoads are presented for rollcaged and production vehicles,
as well as an analysis of the factors which influence neckloads
under these conditions.

Several authors have attempted to use the NCSS data to
evaluate the benefits of seatbe!ts in rcUovers. Partykall found
there was too sparse dala tc dr2w conclusions. McGuigan and
Bondyll noted that fewer than 3 percent of the weighted NCSS
rollover occupants were restrainl?d. They observed a slightly
higher severe injury rate for tho::::e restrained, but, due to the
sparsity of data, noted it would not be correct to conclude thai
restrained occupants are WOrse off. It is unclear whether the
unrestrained included ejectees in their figures. Strother tO found
in the NeSS data that the seatbelt usage rate in rollover
accidents was about one-half th(~ usage rate in atl accidents.
He also found the NeSS rollover/restrained data sparse but
noted that the existing data showed no restrained raUovers with
an A1S over 4. Evans" used FARS data 10 show lapishoulder
belts are 82 percent effective in fatality reduction in raUovers.
with 64 percent'due 10 ejection prevention.
How roof crush affects belted people has been conSidered
by several authors. Huelke'2 ob!.erved that, even in those
accidents where there was 13-24 inches of roof crush, the
average injury to lapbeUed occupants was moderate. He
concluded that no significant st2.listica! relationship exists
between AIS and roof crush for restrained occupants in
rol1overs. HUelke5 presented data showing that. for less than
6 Inches of roof crUSh. seatbelt= apparently prevented injurious
contact with the roof. but for mere than 7 inches, a greater
percentage of belted occupants contacted the roof than
unbelted. He suggested that this result may be because
unbelted people are less apt to be upright and more likely to
strike other objects Within the vehicle or be ejected. Anderson':!
studied the effects of intrusion using the Calspan data and
found that roof crush did not affect unrestrained people but
opined that a restrained person would remain upright and could
not avoid contact with the ir_trucling top. He suggested that a
restraint study is needed before the hazard of intrusion can be
evaluated. Moffat'" compared rollavers to side impacts. where
the seatbelt is of little benefit to the person adjacent to the paint
of impact but may benefit the remote side occupant.
AlmusaHam" modeled an idealized representation of a rollover
as a mass on a spring in a deformable box.

BACKGROUND
The purpose of this background review is to present some
of the past research which has addressed seat belted
occupants in rollovers. Please see Reference 1 for a review of
the literature regarding rollO\lers with unrestrained occupants.
To evaluate whether seatbelts are hazardous for persons in
convertible car relievers, Campbell2 analyzed AC!R data in
1962. He found that unrestrained, contained (non-ejected)
occupants in convertibles were no more seriously injured than
unrestrained, contained occupants in other body style cars but
that convertibles had a signi:icantly higher ejection rate. He
hypothesized that seatbeits would not be hazardous to
occupants in convertible rollovers.
During the 1970's, field ~ccident investigations were used
10 study the effects 01 seatbelts in rallovers. MackayJ
investigated 89 rollover accidents in which 20 occupants were
using !ap/shoulder belts. One of his findings was that seatbelts
did not appear to reduce head injuries in rellovers. Hight'
investigated 139 vehicle roUovers invoMng 114 contained.
unrestrained and 39 contained, restrained people. There was
one fatality among the 39 restrained. He also found that the
unrestrained, contained occupants had a slightly greater chance
of severe injury than the restrained occupants.
Huelke5 studied the CP ,R data from 377 front seat
occupants in rallovers, including 62 who were restrained. He
found that 6 percent of the restrained suffered critical to fatal
injuries compared with 20 percent of the unrestrained (including
ejectees). A later study by Hue!ke&, using CPIR data Of 757
unbe!ted and 59 lap/shoulder belted occupants, concluded that
the use of restraints reduce(j fatalities by 91 percent in
rollovers, primarily by preve~·1ting ejection. He also compared
injuries to restrained contained and unrestrained contained
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INTRODUCTION
At the 1985 Stapp Conference. Genera! MotorSl reported
the results of eight rollover crash tests using unrestrained
dummies. The following study considers the effects at roof
strength on belted occupants in mUovers. This paper presents
the results of three test programs:
1. Human volunteers statically inverted in a 1983 Chevrolet
Malibu to measure he.3.d excursion while wearing the
lap/shoulder belt.

Partyka! found the NeSS data showed that the average
rc-of deformation in rollover accidents is 3.7 inches. Najjar '6
found the NeSS data to show the typical roof crush to be
tv.'o¥thirds of the side window height. In contrast. McGuigant7
used NCSS data and found that 83 percent of the roof crush is
less than two¥thkds of the side window height
McGuigan and Bondy9 stated that the NeSS data was too
sparse to draw any conclusions regarding the probability of
S~Nere iniuries for unrestrained versUS restrained people with
respect to roof crush. They suggested thai. due to the slightly
higher frequency of severe injuries to restrained people in
rallovers, there remains the possibility ihat restrained occupants
WI)uld be al a greater risk of injury due to roof crush. Strother,a
al50 studied NCSS data and presented the injury rate for 28
restrained occupants versus roof deformation. He concluded
that, because there were only seven restrained occupants with
roof crush more than 12 inches, nothing could be concluded
at){)ut roof crush and injury.
The study of seatbelted occupant kinematics in rcHovers
was begun in 1959 by Shoemaker,e, who placed dummies
in various vehicle simulators and restrained them using
ail'crafHype lapbelts. These vehicles were then rotated on a
spiHype platform and the motion of the dUmmies was
dc,cumented. The author recognized the potential value of
lapbelts but noted that, even wearing the belt. the dummies
eculd still hit their head on the roof. In 1974, Stone ,g reported a
fO lover crash test using belted dummies. His test showed that
the lap shoulder·belted dummy could have considerable lateral
motion of the head and upper torso which can result in severe
head and shoulder impacts with the roof side rails and upper
8¥piHar. On& of their most severe head impacts was the belted
dt..mmy head striking the shoulder of the other dummy, He
ncted that seatbelts cause a change 'In 'Injury pattern. from
partial ejection of limbs to head impacts with the interior of the
car, He qualified these results by stating that his were severe
lateral rollover tesls, whereas actual field rallovers often
involved frontal collisions where the belt would be helpful.
Several computer--generated simulations of occupant
motion In roHovers have been presented. Johnson:/{) presented
thn simulation of belted dummy movements during a staged
guardrail and rollover collilsion ,n which an actual dummy was
fllrned. Obergefe\l2' nand Kalepsn furthered Johnson'S
slrnulahon and found that the vehicle retation keeps the
mannequin high in the seat and against the side door unlil the
le~;t concludes when it settles back into the seat. Their model
gave bel! forces with peaks typically in the range of 250*600 lb.
Their model did nol have the mannequin striking the roof except
above the side door. In all seven of their simulations, the
oc:;upant fell to the ::;ide, sliding out of the shoulder be!t.
R(1bbins2~ 2~ used occupant motion simulators to study various
parameters of ejection based upon vehicle kinematics from a
crash test.

2. Eight dolly rollover tests 'o'I~th lap/shoulder belted
dummies. Four cars had rollcages and four had
production roofs,

3. Five 'Inverted vehicle drop tests using roUcaged and
production root vehicles in combination with belted and
unbe!ted dummies.
OCCUPANT POSITION TESTS WITH AN INVERTED
VEHICLE
Three human volunteers 'Nep~ belted in a 1983 Malibu and
then the vehicle was rotated 180 degrees in order to measure
their position while suspended upside down with the safety belt.
Each volunteer closely represente.·d a 50th percentile male in
stature and weight. Each was as~ed to wear the safety belt as
he normally would. Their usage or the beits was verified to be
consistent with Owners Manual instructions. The car was
inverted using the FMVSS 30 1 imersion device illustrated in
Figure 1. The 1983 Malibu used br this test was equipped with
production belts and a manually c.djusted production bench seat
located in the mid position. The s3fety belts in the outboard
fronl positions were contifluous loop three¥point restraints with
an inertia locking torso belt retracior with tension reliever and
cinching latch plate. The roof oanel was cuI out above the front
seat area so that the head of the suspended person was free to
hang without contacting the inside! of the roof panel.

Fig. 2 Comparison of Dummy 311d Human Volunteers During
Inversion Test
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The results of the human lests identified the positions 01
each of the volunteer's heads while the car was slowly rotated
360 degrees. The average head position when upside down
was displaced 3.9 inches toward ttle roof relative to the head
position when seated right side up This resu!ted in the head
extending to the roof line of the ve'licle. The relative
displacement of the head resulted 'rom the torso rotating more
erect. torso elongation. changes in the belt geometry and
compression of body tissue from belt pressure. The Hybrid III
dummy was then tested in the sallie manner. The safety belt
was adjusted on the dummy to duplicate the average head
excursion of the three volunteers. The head position of the
inverted dummy compared with thE! volunteers, is shown in
Figure 2.
The lapbeft adjustment which :lroduced an inverted dummy
head position that matched the volunteers was subsequently
used in the dolly rOlfover tests and the inverted vehicle drop
tests.
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with deflection transducers on each seat cushion. The GM
Hybrid II! 50th percentile male dummies were placed in the left
front and right front seated position. The production safety belt
was used, with the lapbelt adjusted as described in the Human
Inversion Tests. Again, the safejy belts in the outboard front
positions were the production CClntinuous loop, three-point
restraints with an inertial locking belt retractor with a tension
reliever and a cinching adjustable latch plate. The tension
reliever on the torso belt was engaged with approximately one
inch of slack. The dummies were instrumented with triaxial
head accelerometers and the H(brid 11/ neck transducer, which
measures axial compression anj tension, anterior-posterior
shear and bending moment, anlj lateral shear and bending
moment.

DOLLV ROLLOVER TESTS
Test Methodology

Eight dolly rollover tests were conducted per FMVSS 208
criteria using 1983 Chevrolet Malibu vehicles at a nominal
speed of 32 mph. The Chevrolet Malibu is a front engine. rear
drive car weighing 3,179 lb. with a 106-in. wheelbase. For these
tests, the production cars were four-door sedans with bench
seats and the head restraints removed to enhance photo
coverage. The doors were locked and the windows closed prior
to the test. The rear seat was removed to accommodate
camera equipment. Each vehicle was launched from the
dolly fixture into a lateral roll with the right side leading (see
Figure 3). The dolly moved along the track up to the assigned
test speed and then came to an abrupt stop. at which time the
vehicle was launched. This test method was selected because
it is the most repeatable type of rollover test. All tests were
conducted on flat asphaltic concrete in dry conditions.

Four on~board movie cameras documented the dummy
movements. A wide angle, high·speed camera recorded the full
area of the front seat. Two high-speed cameras recorded the
left and right sides of the occupant front seat area. One
additional camera photographed the region of the buttocks-tocushion contact through openin;Js cut in the lower front
sealbacks. Off-board high-speej cameras photographed the
front and rear of the vehicle. A sIde view of the rOiling vehicle
was obtained from a camera p! ..oIced at the end of the test area.
Rea!·time video and still photography recorded pre- and
posHest conditions. Figure 5 illustrates the camera positions.

Fig. 3 Vehicle on Dolly Rollover Fixture
Four of the lest vehicles utilized the standard production
roof. The ather four incorporated a rollcage, as illustrated in
Figure 4
Film analysis of two tests incorporating a rollcage indicated
that the section of the rollcage along the roof side rails may
have affected dummy head position. To determine if this
observatjon was correct: the rollcage was modified by removing
that section of the (oncage as shown by the dotted line in
Figure 4. Two subsequent tests incorporating the modified
rolleage demonstrated no si~nifican! increase in dummy neck
loads.

Fig_ 5 Dolly Rollover Typical Camera Positions
DOLLY TEST RESULTS - VEHICLE KINEMATICS

The data from the eight do Iy rollover tests are summarized
in Figure 6. The vehicles were 'oHed laterally off the deUy with
the passenger side leading at approximately 32 mph. The
passenger side of the roof was exposed to ground conlact first,
followed by the driver side. The eight cars rolled between three
and four complete roUs over a ejistance which ranged from 22.6
to 31.1m (74 to 102 ft.) The typical test lasted app~c:dmately
4 5, with peak ron velocities slightly greater than 1 revolution
per second. Generally, the ro!1Ctver kinematics were as follows:
ell$1',
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Fig_ 4 Vehicle Equipped With Rollcage Structure
This mUeage configura:ion incorporated approximately 49
ft. of two and three inch diameter tubing weighing' 64 lb. A
FMVSS 216 roof crush test was performed on the Malibu with
the rollcage which demonstrated a strength of 24,000 Ibs. which
is approximately 2~1"2 times that of the production vehicle. No
attempt was made to design the rollcage for practical vehicle
application or determine its production feaSibility.
Each vehicle was instnJmented with accelerometers located
on the S-plilars at its in!ers~ction with the rocker panels and
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Fig. 6 Distance Rolled and Hevolutions
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PRODUC;TION I"'HleLlS

The vehicle left the dolly with a slight roll velocity of about 75
degrees per second and with little speed loss. The initial
c:mtact between the right side wheels and the ground increased
the roll velocity so that when the root first approached the
ground, it was rotating at appr'Jximatety 300 degrees per
s,econd. The first ground contact with Ihe roof accelerated the
rolling further so that the vehicle began to roll smoothly in a
'\;ylindeHype" roll. Subsequently when tire and additional Car
o)rner COntacts occurred, the motion became irregular. Each
e,)ntinuing ground contact resulted in an energy loss, so that
the !ranslational and rotational velocities were reduced as the
v,9hicle Came to rest.
The rollover characteristics of the eight rollcaged cars and
e ght production cars used in this and the previous study
d,escribed in Reference 1 have been compared. The average
d stance rolled for eight production cars was 2S.6m (84 ft.),
compared with 27.1 m (89 ft.) for the eight rollcaged cars. The
p-oduction cars rolled an average of 3.2 rolls, compared with
3.5 for the rolleaged cars. Differences in roof stiHness appeared
(I have little effect on the distance rolled and the number ot
oils.

ROUeAGI! Vl!llICUtS

Fig. 7 Comparison of Root~to...(iround Impacts For Production
vs. Rol/cage Vehicles

PRODUCTION VEHICLE
8a

8b

8e

8d

ROLLCAGE VEHICLE
8e

Fig. 8

8f

89

Kinematic Comparison of Roll Dynamics - Production vs. Rollcage Vehicle
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Although the basic rollover kinematics of the rollcaged and
production vehicles were sjmilar, the difference in roof stiffness
led to significant differences in the number of roof impacts and
their severity. The terms "leading" and "trailing" were used to
describe the sides of the roof which have first and second
Hxposure to ground contact a., the vehicle rolls. The passenger
!.ide of the roof was the "leading" roatrail, and the driver side
was the "trailing" roofrail because the passenger Side
approached the ground first and the driver side fotlowed.
In these eight rollover tests, the trailing fooffail struck the
'Jround more than twice as otLen for the production cars than
the rOllcaged cars. illustrated in Figure 7. The reason for the
significantly higher number of trailing roofrall ground impacts of
the production cars is illustrated in the vehicle kinematics of
roof crush, as shown in Figure 8. As the typical roll began, for
both type vehicles. the leading rail contacted the ground. For
the production cars, Figure 8b, this caused more deformation to
the leading rail than in the relleaged cars. The difference in
leading rail de/ormation between the production and roncaged
roofs resulted in the rollcaged car rOlling higher above the
ground. (Figure 8c and 8g). As its trailing rail approached the
ground, this change in elevation, combined with the vehicle
geometry, usually resulted in the trailing raillightfy striking or
missing the ground in the reUcaged car (Figure 8h), whereas.
for the production car. it usually struck the ground with greater
severity (Figure ad). This slight change in elevation of the
inverted vehicle resulted in a substantial increase in the velocity
and duration of the rooHo--gtound impact of the trailing roofrail
of the production vehicle as compared to the rol1caged vehic!e.
Fig ure 9 shows how roll height affects the orientation of the
roof at grottnd impc::.ct. In the case of the rollcaged vehicle, this
orientation results in a reduced resultant velocity at impact or
possibly no ground contact at all. In these tests. slight
differences in the vehicle height above ground resulted in major
differences in the frequency and severity of the trailing roofraif
impacts.

...().~ro'''''L "'-LOCon

DOLLY TEST RESULTS - DUMMY KINEMATICS
The movement OT the dummies was documented by four
on~board cameras. Three collered the area above the

seatbacks. and one showed the interaction of the dummy
buttockS with the seat cushion. Each seat cushion was
equipped with a string potentiometer that measured its vertical
deflection as a result of dummy buttocks cOntact
During the airbome pha5e clf the rollovers, centrifugal force
nearly always dictated the positbn of the dummy. Rotational
velocities on the order of one re'lolution per second were
consistently observed by the enlj of the first revolution. As a
result of this rotational velocity, ljummies moved upward and
outward to the extent which the !apbe!t and vehicle side fnterior
would allow. They tended to remain with their heads adjacent to
the outboard roof siderai! while lXlnstrained by the lapbelt and
door and moved away from thai point on!y by vehicle-to-ground
impacts. In the majority of near side roof~to-ground impacts. the
dummy remained in essentially its same orientation and struck
the roof with its head as the rocf struck the ground. For impacts
where the occupant was opposite the impact point, the
occupant movement was towards the impacted side of the car.
For right wheel impacts, the driller dummy pelviS moved
laterally inboard to the extent wnich the lap belt allowed and the
torso leaned laterally out of the shoulder belt. The passenger
leaned against the adjacent right door with little additional
restraint from the safety bel:.
The on-board camera dOCL menting the relative position of
the dummy buHocks to the seal cushion and the seat
displacement measurements showed that the dummys' buttocks
lifted off the seat cushion early in each test and neyer returnee
to the original depressed seat position until the test was
completed. The dummy kinematics were controlled primarily by
the tension of the lapbelt acros::; the peivis and the interaction
af the dummy with the sides of the vehicle interior. The seat
cushion and seatback had little. if any. effect on the overall
dummy kinematiCS.

PRODUCTION
VEHICLE

DOllY TESTS RESULTS - DUMMY MEASUREMENTS
The Hybrid III dummies mE~asured head accelerations and
neck loads. In each test. there were repeated head impacts. but
there were no significant irrpacts observed to any other parts of
the belted dummies. No significant Hie numbers were
measured in any of the eight te,sts, so the only tesHcrtest
comparison was based upon the neck loads. In order to
evalUate the relative performance of the two roof configurations.
neck axial compression was seoJected as the common
measurement. The performance of the two vehicles was studied
by comparing the number of "tJotentially injurious impacts" {Pill
measured by the dummies. A PH was defined as any impact
causing an axial neck toad of 2.000 N or higher. This [evel of
impact was used as a criterion of potential injury to compare
the performance of the two roof configurations. It is not the
intent at this report to state that these impact levels would result
in a particular injury.
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Ftgure 10 illustrates the Io::ation and frequency of the
potentially injurious impacts mf~asured in rollovers in the two
types of cars. The four production cars had 22 PU's averaging
5.168 N. The four rollcaged cars had 18 PIl's averaging
3,388 N. Figure 11 shows nec<. axial loads for the passenger
and driver in all eight tests.
As seen in Figure 10, there were many more PU's to the
trailing reofrall of the producticn car than the roUcaged car. This
was because the four production cars had the trailing roofrail
strike the ground 12 times while the tour rallcaged cars had the
tralling roofrail strike the ground only five times as shown in

Fig. 9 Roof Rail Impact Velocity as a Result of Vehicle
Orientation at Impact
Differences in ground surface, ~errain, vehicle geometry,
and roUover mechanics in field collisions cannot be directly
represented in these test results. Accordingly . the correlation of
this trailing rootrai! phenom€:non to actual field collisions may be
limited.
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Figure 7 (with three of those very ligh\: contacts). When PU's
from other impacts (interior vehicle impacts where the dummy
head is not in the area of ground impact) are added, there are
15 driver PII's tor the production vehicle averaging 5880 Nand
f:>ur driver PH's averaging 3663 N for the rollcaged vehicles.
This higher frequency and severity of neck loads to the driver
dummy in the production vehicles was the result of the
i 1creased number and severity of trailing rail-to-ground impacts,
;;lS explained previously in the vehicle kinematics section.

vehicle body moving closer to trle roof, which occurred after the
peak force on the neck; consequentty, this deformation had no
effect on the severity of the heaj-to-root impact. Agure 12
illustrates that the dummy neck loads occurred prior to vehicle
roof crush.
The Pil's with relatively higtl loads in the production roof
tests were studied using film analysis in conjunction with
instrumentation data to determir.e when the loading was
experienced by the dummy. This analysis confirmed that the
peak load occurred at the root-t(rground impact prior to the roof
deformation. There was no evidence in any of the tests of the
dummy having higher neck force due to being compressed
between the seat and the root
The highest neck load measured in any test was 13,200 N
(7l4) in a production roof car which had a ground impact
causing extensive roof crush. Anure 13 illustrates two important
facts of the dummy-la-roof collis on as seen in this impact. First,
the load on the dummy neck is the result of the dummy head
stopping against the roof when the roof is against the ground.
When the dummy head stops, the dummy torso continues to
move toward the head. causIng 1igh axial forces in the neck.
The neck measurements indicah~ that the peak ot the force
pulse occurre<:t'approximately 10 ms after the adjacent root
panel struck the ground, which VIas before any significant roof
crush occurred. The overall roof crush took approximately 150
ms and had no effect on the ne<:k load. Second, the only effect
which roof crush had was to redlJce the volume of the occupanl
compartment and allow the seat cushion to get closer to the
ground. There was no compreSSion of the dummy between the
seat and the roof as evidenced by the fact that the dummy
buttocks were off the seat durin!; the entire event.

PMQ0UCT10N Vt!MtCLU

Fig. 10 Location & Frequency of the Potentially Injurious
Impacts PII = Neck Axial Load 2,000 N. or Higher
The passenger dummy in the production vehicles had half
as many Pil's (7) averaging 3643 N as the passenger in the
roUcaged vehicle (14) averaging 3309 N.
To analyze the effect of roof strength on neck loading.
c:omparable driver dummy impacts were identified. The last
one~half ron of Test 2 (rollcaged) and Test 3 (production)
~.howed very similar roof~to·ground impacts, with the production
car having significant roof crush. In the rollcaged car, which had
riO rool deformation, the driver dummy had an axial neck load
(If 5,600 N {impact 2L1t. In the prod~ction r001 vehicle, which
t!ad approximately 2S0mm of roof crush. the driver dummy had
an axial neck load of 4.700 N (3LS). tn both instances. the
dummies were in very Similar positions, the roof·to-ground
i11pacts were of similar severity, with ground impact velocities
of 10kmh (6.2mph) for the rollcaged car and 11km'h (6.Smph)
for the production car. The neck loads were also similar despite
the roof crush. Photo analysis of this impact reveals that the
neck load measured by the dummy occurred when the roof hit
the ground and Ine dummy head was on the inside of the roof
panel. The roof crush which is seen in the films is actuaJty the
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DOLLY TEST RESULTS - EFFECT OF SAFETY BELTS
In each of these rollover tes .s. the safety belt on the
dummy was adjusted to duplicatl! the inverted head position
which was measured on human volunteers. The on~board
cameras documented the effect lJf the thtee~point safety belts
on the dummies. The general kinematics were such that
centrifugal force moved the dummies upward and outward in
the vehicle until the lapbelt restmined the pelvis, but after it had
lifted off the seat. This allowed the dummy head 10 be adjacent
to the outboard roofrail.
Comparison of the previous eight tests in the unbe!ted
dummy series (Ref. 1} with the telled series of this study
demonstrates the benefits of bell usage. Firsl. ejection was
eliminated. Second, the prOjected impact where the dummy is
thrown from one side of the car 10 the other was eliminated,
except for one instance where tre driver dummY head hit the
shoulder of the right fronl dumm~l. Overall, the eight belted
rollover tests in this series had a reduction of the number of
Pll's but an increase in their average severity compared with
the eight tests in the unbefted series. The unbelted dummies
measured 54 PH's averaging 3.496 N compared with 40 PH's
averaging 4,367 N for the belted dummies. One reason that this
reduction in the number of PlI's 'Nas not greater was Ihal the
combination of vehicle rotation and pelvic restraint by the lap
belt maintained the dummy in ar upright position so when a
ground impact on the adjacent motrail occurred. there was an
increased likelihood of measuratlle head and neck load. This
positioning of the lapbelted dummy, in conjunction with the
tralring rail phenomenon contributed to a higher number at
dummy head and neck loads. In contrast, the unbelted
dummies reported earlier (Ref. 1) were constantly changing
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·For this Sludy, a COde was used to deS19nale each dummy.i.":pacl. In "2l1",
the "2- refers to Test 2, "l" means the drIVel" dummy, and 1 refers 10 the
first potentially injurious lmpacllO the lllf'l dummy.

Fig. 11 Passenger and Driver Neck Loads for the Eight
Rollover Tests
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Fig. 12 Roof Crush and Neck Loads vs Time
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their positions relative to the vehicle interior. As a result, when
tL roof impact occurred, the unbelted dummies were otten
oriented in a position other than with their heads in line with
t1eir torsos toward the roof. so no PII occurred. Although one
rnight expect the belled series to have lower neck loads due to
restriction of dummy movement by the lapbelt, there is a
counteracting effect of the safety belt which maintains the
c ummy in a more upright orientation relative to the vehicle. As
2. result, ground impacts to the roofrail are more iikely to result
in more frequent axial neck loads Ihan would occur to the
cifferently oriented dummies in the unbelted series.
The outboard portions of the lapbelts were equipped with
force transducers. The lapbelt loop load ("'oop road" estimated
as twice the outboard belt load) averaged 1,399 N during roof~
to*ground impacts. The highest load measured was 4,240 N in
impact 4L4 when the right wheels impacted the ground and the
driver dummy was projected into the passenger dummy. In
most caSes, high neck loads and high belt loads were
unrelated. Also, when both occurred in the same time frame,
tile peak neck load typically preceded the peak belt load
indicating that the pelvis and lower torso were being restrained
tater and independently withoLit significant effect in reductng
neck load, The average lapbeJt loop load measured in the
m!fcaged cars was 1,665 N compared with 1,374 N tor the
productlon roof cars.
The shoulder belt did n01 substantially change the dummy
k nematics because these were lateral roUovers resulting in
dummy movement generally in a plane lateral to the vehicle
longitudinal axis. The lapbeft adjustment was observed as
unchanged after each lest aoc there was no evidence 01
s10ulder belt extension.
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Four drop tests with four combinations of vehicles and
dummies were conducted. Two r<>llcaged vehicles were
dropped, one with and one without safety belt usage, and two
production vehicles were droppe<i, one with and one without
safety bert usage. The cars were all 1983 Chevrolet Malibus.
The dummies, rolleage, and belt adjustments were identical to
those used in the rollover tests. For the unbelted drop tests, the
dummies were altowed to free fall from the inverted seated
position at the same time the vehicle was dropped. The cars
were suspended 12 inches aboVE! a concrete floor with a
degree pitch and a 20 degree r::lll angle between the prane of
the inverted roof and the ground. A!I of the cars were dropped
with the driver dummy in the aree. of roof·to*ground impact and
the right front dummy remote to tile pOint of impact, as shown
in Figure 14, One layer of 3/4 incil plywood was placed on the
concrete surface to prevent damaging the laboratory floor.
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DROP TEST PROCEDURE
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In the eight rollover tests, th!~re was little repeatability in the
precise occupant impacts. From lest to test. there were always
changes in vehicle angle and velocity and dummy position, so
that no two dummies were exposed to precisely the same
impact. In order to isolate re{:eatable roof impacts, vehicles
containing dummies were dropped on their roofs at a carefuHy
controlled angle and height.
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DROP TEST RESULTS - OCCUPANT KINEMATICS
The four test conditions of tlle roUcaged-belted,
rollcaged-unbelted, production-bE,lted, and proouction-unbelted
offers many comparisons regarding the effects of roof crush
and belts on dummies in the area of and remote to the pOint of
impact. Figure 16 shows the axiCll neck loads and concurrent
belt loads which were measured under these four test
conditions. (There were actuaHy five drops COnducted. The
rolleage(! car with belted dummie-s was dropped twice due to a
suspected camera malfuncticn all the first drop. The double
data for the rollcaged-belted jrop in Figure 16 reflects both

drops.)
Due to the 20·degree roll angle of the car prior to each
drop, there was a difference in the positions of the passenger
and driver dummies relative to ttie roof panel. The driver
dummy which was on the low side of the car, hung with the
side of its head against the rlJof sideraii and the top of its head
against the roof panel. The passenger dummy hung at
approximately 20 degrees toward the vehicle midline, leaving
1/8 inch clearance or less between the top of the head and the
roof panel.
In the belted test, when the drop occurred, the dummies
moved upward relative to the car i.e. toward the seat, due to
elastic spnngback of the lap belt against the mass of the falling
dummy, and then fell at the same velocity as the car. In the
un belted tests. the dummies fell at the same velocity as the
vehicle.
In all tests, the neck loadir)fl resulted from the dummy head
being in contact with the inside of the roof panel when the roof
panel stopped due to ground contact. Dummy torso loading
through the neck resulted in the axial compression loads.
In the rollcaged cars. both the adjacent and remote
dummies had significant neck leads due to the initial velocity
change of the rigid roof, and the·y had no secondary impacts. In
the prOduction roof cars. the dummy kinematics were more
complex. The roof crush had nc effect on the head impact
velocity of the driver dumm)f bet:ause its head struck the inside
of the roof panel just as in the rollcaged car. However, the
subsequent lateral movement between the vehicle body and the
roof allowed the driver dummy 10rso more leftward movement
relative to its head, which may account for the reduction in the

Fig. 14 Vehicle Drop Test

DROP TEST RESULTS - VEHICLE KINEMATICS

In all tests. the vehicles impacted the tloor at the correct
orientation with no change in roll or pitch as a result of the drop
re!ease. The root velocity at Impact was 8 fUs.
The rollcaged vehicles had nO perceptible crush on impact.
Instead, after the initia! ground impact of the driver's roofrsil.
they rebounded from the fleXlr slightly and rotated and then fell
flat to rest upon the root Due to the stiffness of the roof, there
was a high rate of velocity change at points on the roof remote
from the pOint of impact due to the absence of crush and
subsequent ride down.
In the production vehicles, there was significant roof crush
beginn.ing on the driver roafrail and spreading in a contact patch
across the roof. (The term contact palch is used here to
describe the area of contact between the roof panel and the
ground.) Photo analysis showed the roof crush to be a result of
both vertical and horizontal movement of the vehicle body
relative to the roof panel. In each case, the roof pane! remained
stationary relative to the grOund and the pillars bent. There was
a loree component directed through the pillars to the vehicle
body. causing it to displace laterally relative to the stationary
roof panel. When uprighted, the roof panel appeared to have
been displaced inboard and down relative to the car body. In
reality. it was the vehicle bo::ly which moved outboard left sr.u
down relative to the roof when the vehicle was dropped. In both
production roof drops, the car body moved approximately five
inches outboard and nine inches downward retative to the top
of the driver's side A-pillar. ~tgure 15 shows the roof crush
pattern of the uprighted' roncaged and production roof cars
following the drop tests. The roof crush observed in the
production roof vehicles in these drop tests was greater than
seen in most of the roof-to-ground Impacts in the dynamic
rollover tests. One of the reasons is that, in the rolling vehicle,
the roof corners typically have a limited amount of time for
ground contact. as shown previously in Figure 9. In the roliover
tests. usually the roof corner remained in contact with the
ground for only about 1/8 roll, or approximately 125 ms, limifing
the amount of energy that can be absorbed through crush.
Conversely, in the drop tes::s, there is no limit to the amount of
time the roof is exposed to ground impact. so all of the potential
energy is absorbed by the roof.
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Fig. 15

Root Crush Pattern I,t Production and Rollc8ge
Vehicle After 12" Omp Test
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when the roof crush contact patcr reached its side of the
vehicle, the passenger dummy eX;:Jerienced a neck load
(4230 N). Overall, it appears that the belt provides some benefit
during the ridedown phase as Ion!] as the contact patch does
not spread to a point in the area (If the dummy head. At that
point, the belt no longer has a sig1ificanl effect in reducing neck
loads.

a>:ial neck load. The right front dummy in the production cars

initially had a reduced axial neck load as a result or the longer
irrpulse afforded by the ridedown of the crushing roof. Later,
however, a second neck load was measured by the remote
dLlmmy when the rooHo-ground contact patch spread to Its side
of the roof, and the portion of the roof in the area of its head
came in contact with the ground.
Each of these drop tests was filmed to study contact
between the dummy buttocks and the seat cushion. In all of the
tests, there was never any displacement of the seat cushion,
eilher measured or observed, to the extent of a normally
depressed seat. The dummy neck load was always solely due
to arresting its own momentum without any load from the seaL

DROP TEST DATA SUMMARY
AXIAL NECK lOADS AND SEAT BELT LOADS
p

-t

-

Similar neck loads were observed in the production and
roll caged vehicles for the unbelled driver dummies seated
in the area of impact. This was not true for the belted driver
dummies. The driver dummy in the production vehicle had
siunificantly lower neck loads than the dummy in the roncaged
vehicle. Overall, in these drop lests, roof crush did not appear
to adversely affect the neck loads to the un belted or belted
dummies which were seated in the area of impact.
When neckloads of the pa:isenger Side dummy remote
from the point of impact were compared, differences were
otlserved. The unbelted passenger in t~e rollcaged roof car
irrmediately received an axial fleck load (4100 N) although the
hE'ad was remote to the point (if impact. This was due to a
hiqher velocity change of the entire roof panel. In comparison,
th!~: unbelted passenger dummy in the production roof
e)perienced a significantly lower initial neck load (2300 N) due
to the roof crush. However, it experienced a second impact
(2400 N) when the roof-Io-ground contact patch spread to its
side of the car.
For the belted passenger dummy, again the production roof
ricedown reduced the initial impact neck load (1000 N) versus
ar average of 2885 N for the roHcaged cars but resulted in a
hiqher neck load (4230 N) when the contact patch reached the
re'note side. Root crush reduced the neck/oad during the
ricedown phase but increased the neck load when the
spreading contact patch caused roof·to-ground impact in the
ar·?a of the dummy head.
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Fig. 16 Axial Neck and Seat Belt loads for Drop Tests

DROP TEST CONCLUSIONS
1. The dummy at !he point 01 ground impact (driver)
always had a significantly higher neck load than the dummy
remote to the point of impact (passenger). with the exception of
the belted dummy driver in the production vehicle where the

load was only slightly higher.
2. The comparison of neck Icads between rollcaged and
production vehicles in this test series is as follows:
A. The unbelted dummy remote to the point of impact
in production vehicle had significantly lower neck
loads than the dummy in the rollcaged vehicles.

B.

The belted dummy [g.:note to the point of impact in
the production vehicle had significantly higher neck
loads than the dummy in the rollcaged vehicle.

C. The unbelted dummy at the point of impact in a
produdion vehicle ha,j essentially the same neck
loads as the dummy in the rollcaged vehicle.
D. The belted dummy at the point of impact in a
production vehicle ha,j significantly lower neck
loads than the dummy in the ro!lcaged vehicles.
3. In production vehicles for the dummy remote to a point
of impact, the safety belt helped mduce neck load as the
ridedown from roof crush occurred. However, a higher neck
load was measured later in the impact as the roof-ta-ground
contact patch spread to the remote side of the car.
4. Inverted vehicle drop tests isolate specific principles of
dummy·to-roof interaction but fail ~o incorporate the
continuously rolling motion of the ::ar during actual rollover
collisions.

DROP TEST - EFFECTS OF SAFETY BELTS
The driver dummy in the rollcaged car had similar neck
loads whether belted or not befted (6915 N belted versus
7Q70 N unbelted). In the production roof car, the belteJ driver
dummy received a lower axial neck load than the unbelted
dnver dummy (4750 N versus 6650 N).
In the rollcaged car, the belted-passenger dummy had
lower neck !oads than the unb€'fted·passenger dummy (2885 N
versus 4100 N) and had the highest belt loads of any test. It
appeared Ihat the added head clearance of the remote dummy
leaning towards the center of the roof allowed the bells to
reduce the neck load compared to the unbelted dummy.
Comparing the effect of belts versus no belts for remote
occupants in production cars gives confusing results. The
un belted passenger dummy had two significant neck loads:
First. at the mitial impact of the roof to the ground and, second,
when the contact patch of the roof crush spread to its side of
the vehicle. This resulted in neck loads of 2300 N and 2400 N,
re::;pectively.
The belted dummy under t'lese test conditions had a lower
initial neck load due to the combination of belt restraint and the
ricedown of the roof panel due to the roof crush. However,

SUMMARY
VEHICLE KINEMATICS

The rollcaged and production roof vehicles rolled
essentially the same distances with the same number of roUs.
The number of roof·to-ground impacts on the production
vehicles was much greater due to roof/ground interaction
differences.
110

6

DUMMY KINEMATICS
Hanging upside down, a belted 50th percentile male has
his head against the roof. The centrifugal 10rce of roUovers
tends to maintain the belted occupant erect with his head
upward and outboard.

7
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NECK INJURY MECHANISM
II

Neck loads resulted from" diving" type impacts where the
head stops and the torso momentum compresses the neck.
with the magnitude proportional to the impact velocity. Roof

9

deformation never caused the dummy to be compressed
between the roof and seal.
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Safety Bells
10

Safety belts prevented both ejections and projected
impacts with the vehicle interior in the dolly rollover tests.
Safety belts did not result in reduction of head/neck loads for
dummies in the area of ground impacts.

II

Rollcaged vs. Production Cars
The dummies in both production and rollcaged vehicles
had numerous potentially injurious impacts. The driver in the
roncaged vehicles had fewer potentially injurious impacts than
the driver in the production vehicles. This was due primarily to
the fact that the production vehicles had 53 percent more roof
rail~to~ground impacts than the rollcaged cars. The passenger in
the production vehicles had fewer potentially injurious impacts
than the passenger in the rc·llcaged vehiCles. Overall, the
dummies in the roUcaged vehicles had a lower number of
potentially injurious impacts and a tower average neck load
than the dummies in the prcduction vehicles. Under similar roof
rail~to·ground impacts. there was no increase in level of
protection in the ro1lcaged vehicles over the production roof
vehicles.
The absence of deformation may benefit belted occupants
if it results in Ihe belted occupant not contacting the roof. The
reduction of roof deformation in the roUcaged vehicle had no
effect. in reducing neck loads lor the dummies in the area of
ground impact.
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